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Marvellous Maths

Multiplication and Division



Aims of this morning:

• To share some key concepts  and vocabulary 
involved in multiplication and division.

• To share some practical resources and 
games used to support learning.

• To join your child in the classroom to see 
learning in action!
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Multiplication and Division

Children are taught to understand multiplication as:
• Repeated addition 
• An array
• Scaling 
• The inverse of division

Children are taught to understand division as:
• Equal sharing 
• Grouping
• Repeated subtraction and addition
• The inverse of multiplication
• Linking to fractions



What is multiplication
all about?

2  X  3 = 6
Can you build this calculation?

Can you draw a picture and write a  
problem for it?

Do you know what multiplicand and
multiplier mean?



What is multiplication
all about?

2 X  3 = 6

2 groups of 3

The multiplicand is 3.

The multiplier is 2.



What is multiplication
all about?

2 X  3 = 6

2 multiplied by 3

The multiplicand is      .

The multiplier is     .

2

3



Multiplication

Key vocabulary
The multiplicand is the size 

of the group.

The multiplier is the number 
of groups.

The product is the total number 
of objects in all.



Key Vocabulary

2  X  3 = 6

Factors is another word we use to talk 

about the 2 and 3 in this equation.



Multiplication



Multiplicand, multiplier and 
product

What can you see?

Arrays



Multiplication
Arrays

Arrays are a great way to show that multiplication can be done 
in any order (commutative law) and will prepare children for 
using the grid method later on. Look out for real life examples!

2 x 3 = 6
or  3 x 2 = 6

4 x 3 = 12
or  3 x 4 = 12



So how can we help our 
children to be fluent in recalling 

their multiplication and 
division facts?



Skip Counting
Being able to count on and back in groups

Counting on 
and back

in different 
jumps from 

zero.

Finger tapping 
can help 
children to 
learn multiple 
patterns.

!

Count familiar 
objects which 
come in groups,
E.g. pairs of 
Socks. 

http://www.clker.com/cliparts/6/A/h/B/h/m/yellow-puzzle-piece-md.png


Numberlink Board Training K Crozier 
September 2016

The Numberlink Board

Write the multiplicands in the top row of 
yellow boxes. This reminds the children of this 

structure of multiplication as repeated 
addition.



Show me five lots of 2

Make sure children are really clear about how the multiplier is shown on the 
board, ie. by the number of repeated groups (multiplicands).  Highlight the 
red line as an easy way to find 5 lots of.  Practise this before putting any 
products on.  



If children need 
support working 
out multiples, 
initially they can 
draw dots to show 
the cardinality of 
the number and 
count the dots. 

Numberlink Board Training K Crozier



Turntable  - a game for two or more players
This game is really good for becoming more fluent with a multiplication 
table that you have already begun to learn.

You will need:
A Numberlink Board™ and pen
A ten sided dice
1. Each player chooses the times table they would like to practise.  The 

players can choose different times tables to practise if they want. 
2. Each player puts their multiplicands on but none of their products.
3. The first player rolls the dice.  The dice shows the multiplier, eg. if 

you roll a 6, that is 6 times your multiplicand.  The first player writes 
that product in the correct place on your board. You can use the zero 
as 10.

4. The second player has a turn and puts their product on the board.
5. Take it in turns to roll the dice.  If you roll a number twice, you have 

to rub the product off the board.  If you roll a number a third time, 
you can put the product back on again.

6. The winner is the first person to put all the products on the board, or 
the person who has the most products on when the time set for the 
game is up.



Practice with cards!





Division

Division  involves both equal sharing and grouping. 

6 ÷ 3 = 2

Sharing between three
Grouping in threes



Division

Counting in Groups

6 ÷ 2 = 3
Take away groups of 2 in turn, or count up in groups of 2.

I found 6 shoes. How many pairs can I make?



12 ÷ 4 = 3

4 x   3  = 12

Division
Arrays

Arrays can also be used for division. An ‘empty box’ may help 
children who are more confident with multiplication. 

12 ÷ 4 = 3 12 ÷ 3 = 4

Here, the knowledge of 
the inverse is used.



8  2 = 4

dividend   divisor  quotient

23

Division

Key vocabulary



Division

Key vocabulary
The dividend is number that 

is divided.

The divisor is the number 
we are dividing by.

The quotient is the result of a 
division calculation.



Linking division facts

How many 8s are there in 16?        How many 8s are there in 160?

How many 8s are there in 72?       How many 8s are there in 720?

What is 640 ÷ 8?                       What is 1/8 of 480?          

Estimate how many 8s there are in 43.

10 groups of 8 

1 group of 8 

20 groups of 8 



Multiplication & Division

Scaling

The  giant’s hand is ten times bigger than my hand. 

If his hand is 60cm wide, how wide is mine?

http://www.clker.com/cliparts/N/S/v/W/1/T/giant-md.png


• TTRockstars



Multiplication & Division

How can parents help at home?

One of the most valuable things you can do is talk 
about maths. Find maths around the house or when 
out shopping and play games involving numbers.

How many knives 
and forks do I need 

to lay the table?

What will 3 
apples cost?

How many glasses 
of juice can we 
pour from this 

bottle?

How many pairs of 
socks are there?

How many sweets 
will we each get if 

we share them 
equally?



How can parents help?

Out and about…

How many groups of 
3 bananas can I make 

with 10 bananas?

How many people are in 
front of us in the queue? 
What if there were 10 
times as many? 

What if the product of 
the digits in the 
number plate?

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAgQjRw&url=http://www.freeclipartnow.com/food/fruits/bananas/&ei=taA9VLOwCoLR7Qbq0oCgCA&psig=AFQjCNEfGRHEr77y-mgl54gw2W7Mwgr-5g&ust=1413411381239492

